How Effective is Your
Organisation’s
Women's Leadership
Talent Pipeline?
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About Unstoppable
Elevating Women in Leadership
Roles is a Business Imperative:

“Companies in the MSCI World Index
with strong female leadership generated
a Return on Equity of 10.1% per year
versus 7.4% for those without” - Women on
Boards” study performed by MSCI

The presence of more female leaders in
senior corporate positions correlates to
increased profitability – up to 15% in net
revenue margin - Petersen Institute for
International Economics Think Tank study

Promoting women’s advancement in the
workplace has the potential to add up to $25
billion to the Australian economy and $12
trillion to global GDP by 2025.” - The Australian
Government “Towards 2025” Strategy, McKinsey Study

The Unstoppable Women’s Leadership
Experience is a bold, hands-on and results
driven programme that will challenge your
organisation to identify, develop and
capitalise on your most powerful resource:
the untapped potential of developing
diversity in your leadership talent pipeline

AIMS OF THE PROGRAMME:
 Creating a talent-pool all the way up to the
C-Suite, equipped to deal with the
challenges facing organisations
 Up-Skill and empowering women in
leadership to become more adept and
confident in making intentional choices that
expand their impact within organisations
 Creating opportunities for increased
collaboration, engagement and innovation
leading to improved business profits.
5 BENEFITS OF CHOOSING
"UNSTOPPABLE" IN YOUR
ORGANISATION:

1. Creating a sustainable female leadership
talent pipeline within your organisation,
ready to take on the challenges of the
future
2. Improved financial performance within
your organisation
3. Be seen as a market leader in your field
4. Increasing organisational collaboration
and engagement through diversity
5. Developing the female talent in your
organisation to make better decisions,
challenging the status quo and bringing
unique perspectives to the decisionmaking table

KEY PROGRAMME OUTCOMES:
High achieving women in entry –
senior level leadership roles will learn
how to:
1. Master their mindset and the
underlying, unconscious beliefs
holding them back
2. Gain clarity around their purpose and
passion as a leader, to create their
unique identity and brand - so they can
link this back to your business!
3. Develop strategies to overcome the
unique challenges faced by women in
your workplace
4. Create a sustainable network to
authentically engage and support
women at all levels of your
organisation to expand and grow your
talent pool
5. Impact your organisation, including
their direct manager/s, stakeholders
and team in an influential, positive way
6. Link the work they do back to the
Financial and Business imperatives of
your Organisation
ORGANISATIONAL INVESTMENT:
Let’s set up a time to discuss your specific
needs.

Women constitute 42 percent of all employees, yet make up just a quarter
of executives and only 10 percent of CEOs for large, for-profit companies. McKinsey
+ Link to About Kerry Anne on website here
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Unstoppable Programme Overview

+ Link to About Kerry Anne on website here
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+ Link to About Kerry Anne on website here
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+ Link to About Kerry Anne on website here
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What’s Included in the Unstoppable
Programme:
1. Six Modules –all of these modules can
be tailored according to your
organisation’s specific needs:
 Winning Mindsets
 Purpose and Priority
 Emotional Mastery
 Woman of Influence
 Courage Under Fire
 Social Agility
2. Online Group Coaching Sessions each
month
3. X 1 Pre-Briefing Call to Set Expectations
with the participant, Kerry Anne and the
line manager (if appropriate)
4. Online Access to resources and prerecorded video lessons in each module
5. Workbooks and Action Plans for
Implementation Per Module
6. Workplace Project (if appropriate)
7. Suite of Profiling Tools to determine
Leadership Strengths
8. Creation of Business and Brand
Strategies
9. Additional resources throughout the
programme to reinforce and add depth
to the learning experience.
Each of the 6 modules can be tailored to
meet the unique challenges faced by your
organisation.
The programme is intended to allow for
virtual delivery AND practical
implementation back in the workplace to
support return on investment
+ Link to About Kerry Anne on website here

Unstoppable Women’s Leadership Experience

The Learning Process

Pricing:
Individuals $4,500 plus GST
Groups of 10 or more, let’s set up a
meeting to discuss your specific
needs
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What’s Included in the Jet-Setter
Executive Unstoppable Programme:

Unstoppable Women’s Leadership Experience

1. All of what the Individual Programme
includes (Value AU$27,450.00)
2.PLUS x 12 60 minute Executive Coaching
sessions with Kerry Anne, tailored to your
specific needs - limited availability (Value
AU$12,000)
3.PLUS access to the Executive
Mastermind Resource Library which
includes additional leadership resources
and modules, invaluable for high
performance Executive Leadership (Value
AU$7,500)

The Learning Process

4.PLUS the opportunity for breakfast meetups within the Exec Group (online and face
to face) (Value AU$250)
5. PLUS a 2-hour workshop to create and
complete your Leadership Brand and
Sponsorship Strategy (Value AU$3,000)
Total Value: AU$60,200.00

Our Price: $9,999.00 plus GST

There has got to be a better way than
a quota system to get the diversity
right at the top of organisations.”
- Kerry Anne Cassidy
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Testimonials
Private & Public Sector

“Kerry brings her own learning's and research to our
specifically designed program, allowing for a refreshing
approach. This enabled her to engage the attendees’
participation, and take aways from the program.
Kerry’s presence and energy is invigorating and she
maintains great focus throughout the sessions to allow
attendees to graduate through the modules in a timely,
unrushed way”
- Julie Hume, Digital Partnership Team, Northern,

Customer Services Branch, eHealth QLD

“I have worked with Kerry Anne for approximately 2.5
years in her capacity as a facilitator and consultant for
AIM.
Kerry Anne has been an absolute pleasure to work with,
and has consistently delivered high quality training
programs and learning solutions for our clients. Kerry
Anne has always gone above and beyond in catering to
individual client needs and ensuring the solution we
provide will achieve the best possible learning outcomes.
Over the period in which we have worked together there
have been multiple challenges to overcome, many of
which required immediate action. Kerry has not
hesitated to step in and work collaboratively and flexibly
to reach the best solutions in these situations.
“I have had the pleasure of working with Kerry Anne in her
capacity as a leadership development facilitator training
our frontline leaders at QGC.(now Shell)
Kerry Anne glides through every audience creating high
impact and delivering results. Her ability to quickly and
authentically establish a relationship with every person in
the room allows her to build trust and confidence with her
clients, whether they be operational supervisors, or
technical engineers.
We have received a lot of great feedback from employees
about Kerry Anne personally as a facilitator, many
suggesting she is one of the best they have ever
experienced.”- Jessie Mossman, Account Manager,

Shell, Australia

In my experience, Kerry has received consistent, very
positive feedback from our clients.
Kerry would be considered as one of the top facilitators
and consultants at AIM in Queensland and I would have
no hesitation in recommending her for any future
programs.”

- Anna Other-Gee Pohl, National Client
Development Manager, Australian Institute of
Management Education and Training (AIM)

I worked with Kerry Anne, whilst attending the ‘People
Matters’ Program.
My expectations in attending this leadership course
were to keep in touch when approaching matters
concerning employees, management and other
stakeholders. I also wanted further development for
career prospects. Kerry Anne helped me achieve this by
showing me new and innovated ideas on how to
communicate with different people at all levels. She also
motivated me by giving me back my ‘wow factor’ which I
had begun to lose in my current workplace.
What I appreciate the most about her is that Kerry Anne
has taken the time to give back to other people what she
has learnt through her own life skills and education. She
shared personal and business information which stayed
within the boundaries of the program and was very
respectful. Kerry Anne was overall one of the nicest
people I have met in a long time.
One of the scenario’s that Kerry Anne gave the group
was to sell the People Matters program to one of the
four personality types and then receive feedback from
this group. This was a lot harder than I thought it was
and I really think I over thought on how to sell it. The
feedback wasn’t entirely negative but it showed me that
we can do it better. I think most of the group thought
this.
One of the biggest takeaways from the course was
people aren’t their behaviours. I never really considered
this but will definitely assess this more.
The reason I would recommend her is because Kerry
Anne sold this brilliant program beautifully, I didn’t
really think there was so much involved when dealing
with people. I was thinking small fries in comparison to
what is being offered in terms of Management and
Leadership, now I have so much more information that I
can put to good use.

- Sherri Hasted, Senior Administration Officer,
Qld Health
“What I appreciate the most about Kerry is that she
ensured she got to know my pain points and provided
strategies to overcome these pain points .
The reason I would recommend Kerry Anne is
because she is friendly and open minded, manages to get
to the bottom of the issue, provides good strategies to
show way forward .”
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- Shahid Bharadia, Senior Financial Analyst,

PETRONAS Australia

www.skilljunction.com.au

+61430 435 593

info@skilljunction.com.au /
kerryannecassidy@gmail.com

Link up with me on LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kerryannecassidy/
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